Getting to know
your baby
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what your baby is saying to you

Babies cannot talk, but they can let you know what they want
by how they behave.
All babies are different and you will get to know your baby, but these are some
of the ways they can communicate with you. These ‘baby cues’ often (but not
always) mean :-

I’m ready to play
4 Smiling
4 Eyes wide and bright
4 Pursing lips into an ‘ooh’ shape
4 Looking at your face
4 Smooth arm and leg movements
4 Reaching for you
4 Giggling
4 Turning head towards you

In this leaflet we alternate between using
‘he’ and ‘she’ to refer to your baby.

I’m hungry
4 Rooting (turning with a wide open
mouth if you touch near the side of
his mouth)
4 Sucking noises/licking lips
4 Sucking on his fist
4 Little noises working up to a cry
4 Becoming increasingly restless
4 Hand to mouth movements
4Clenched fingers and fists over
chest and tummy
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what your baby is saying to you

I’m full
4 Relaxed/extended arms and legs
4 Pushing/turning away from food
4 Fingers straight

I’m tired
4 Rubbing eyes/ears
4 Crying and struggling/fussing
4 Yawning
4 Becoming quiet and losing interest in
people and toys
4 Making jerky movements or becoming
very still
4 Holding fists tightly
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what your baby is saying to you

I need a break
4 Looking away/turning head away
4 Arching her back
4 Squirming
4 Sneezing
4 Hiccupping
4 Coughing
4 Closing eyes
4 Increased foot/leg movement
4 Bringing back a little milk
4 Yawning

4 Skin colour change
4 Putting hand up
4 Frowning/wrinkling forehead
4 Holding fists tightly
4 Staring into space
4 Crying
4 Banging hands on table
4 Pulling away
4 Crawling/walking away

Interacting with you or toys
takes lots of effort for young
babies. They are only able to
concentrate/interact with you
for short periods of time before
they need a break. The baby
cues listed above are ways your
baby is showing you they have
had enough and need to slow
down or stop an activity. Let
your baby take a short break,
then watch and wait for baby
cues that say ‘I’m ready to play’
again.
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Throughout the day your baby will move from being in a deep
sleep to wide awake to crying many times. There are 6 different
levels of wakefulness / states. If you can recognise what state
your baby is in, then it is easier to know how to respond
sensitively.

Deep sleep
Your baby is in a deep sleep when:
4 Her breathing is shallow and
regular
4 Her eyes are closed with no eye
movement
4 She is still, apart from occasional
startles or twitches
4 She is difficult to wake up
4 Her arms and legs are relaxed and
heavy

How to respond

Babies in deep sleep can usually
block out noises, lights and
movements and remain asleep.
However babies do vary in how
well they can do this. Babies who
can do this well will sleep through
disturbances, but more sensitive
babies may wake up. Deep sleep
is important for growth and
development, so try not to wake your
baby unless it is unavoidable.
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Light sleep

Your baby is in a light sleep when:
4 His eyes are closed or fluttering;
there may be rapid eye
movement under his lids
4There may be some body
movements and changes in
facial expression for example
half smiles and sucking

4 His eyes may open briefly at
times
4 His breathing may be more
irregular
4 He is easy to wake
How to respond

Your baby may be easily disturbed
when in light sleep so if you want him
to continue sleeping, try to minimise
disturbances and noise. This is not a
good time to try and feed your baby;
wait until he is more awake.

Drowsy or dozing
Your baby is in this state when:
4 She is struggling to keep her
eyes open and they may open
and close
4 Her eyes may be glazed and
dull
How to respond

Watch and wait to see if your baby will fall
back into a light sleep or will wake up into
an ‘alert’ state.

4 Her movements are smooth
4 She will react to noise, touch
and movement
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Quiet alert
Your baby is alert when:
4 He has wide, bright eyes
4 He is able to focus and show
interest in a face, voice or moving
object
4 His body is still with only a few
movements
4 Breathing is regular
4 He smiles and babbles

How to respond

This is the best time for chatting to/
playing with and having fun with your
baby.
You are your baby’s best toy. Babies love
face to face interaction. Talk to your
baby and wait for his response. Babies
of only a few months old can have 2 way
‘conversations’ with you. Babies love it
when you copy the sounds they make, or
their facial expressions.
Young babies can only concentrate for
short periods of time, so look out for baby
cues that say ‘I need a break’ and allow
your baby to rest until he is ready to play
again.
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Active alert/fussing
Your baby is in this state when:
4 Her eyes are open
4 She becomes active, moving her
arms, legs and head

How to respond

4 She may make more
noises and fuss
4 She may be more sensitive
to noise or movement

Your baby is telling you that she is starting to feel uncomfortable or overwhelmed.
She may be hungry, sleepy, over-stimulated or bored. Try changing what you are
doing with her and see if she settles. You may know she is due for a feed or sleep, or
she may show other baby cues that say ‘I’m hungry’ or ‘I’m tired’. Responding to her
quickly when she is fussing may mean it is easier to feed her or to get her to sleep.
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Crying
Your baby is in this state when :
4 He is moving his body a lot
4 He may grimace and have his
eyes shut tight
4 He is crying loudly

How to respond

Crying is your baby’s strongest way of saying something needs to change. This may
be because he is:-

4 hungry
4 sleepy
4 uncomfortable with a wet/dirty
nappy

4 over-stimulated or bored

4 lonely
4 too hot or too cold
4 in pain
4 or he just does not like what is
happening at the time

Initially you may need to use trial and error to work out what your baby needs. As
you get to know your baby - his routines, likes and dislikes, you may get better at
guessing what is wrong.
Responding to your baby when he cries helps him learn that he can rely on you
to be there for him when he needs you. These are important foundations for his
relationship with you.

The

early days

It is recommended in the early days that you keep your baby
close and respond to the signals he makes to tell you that he may
want a cuddle or that he is hungry.
Continuing skin to skin contact in the
days that follow the birth, regardless
of how you choose to feed your baby,
will help him feel secure and relaxed.
Touching your baby frequently and
communicating with him supports
the development of your baby’s brain
and helps to build a strong and loving
bond between you.

You cannot spoil your baby by
comforting him in this way as it
ensures his development. Research
shows that keeping your baby close
and responding to his cues will help
him to develop into a more confident
toddler.

The early days can
be challenging.
However, as you get
to know your baby
you will develop a
pattern that feels
right for both of you.
If you are finding
it difficult to cope
please contact your
Health Visitor and
if your baby appears
unwell call your GP
for advice.

The

early days
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This leaflet contains information based on The Neonatal Behavioural
Assessment Scale (NBAS) developed by Dr Brazelton.
For more information contact the Brazelton Centre UK at
www.brazelton.co.uk
or look at the unicef website at
Unicef.org.uk/BFIevidence2014

